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Abstract. Mass-usage programs are not able to satisfy the needs of small-medium business companies.
Many reasons are involved: too complex, not localized etc. Also comprehension and semantics could be
formed depending on region tradition. This article represents the new paradigma: decomposition of big
programs into small components allows constructing systems for exact demands. It can be used for new
type of search engine, which searches not pages, but program components.
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Introduction

The usage of advanced IT utilities plays an important role in the
efficient organization of computer-based system. Empiric expe-
rience points out to such problems as: common mass programs
including internet based utilities very poorly fits needs of small
or medium companies. Customer relationship management sys-
tem Vtiger CRM can be mentioned as typical example. Reasons
might be formulated in the following way.
1. Satisfaction exact needs, insufficiency of programs’ flexibili-
ty. Demands to enter data, print reports and statistic information
must fit exact, not abstract, situation, country.
2. If program is flexible, then it is difficult to configure. Time
and money spent to change system, which is oriented for some
common usage activity in many companies and institutions are
higher that creation of new programs. Customers may not un-
derstand problem ruling over information. So transition from
complex system to simple will completely confuse them.
3. Frequent localization problems.
4. It is easier to involve customer into environment of concepts
and set of formal descriptions when projecting from the begin-
ning.
5. The problem is how to find the exact means to fit a person who
will work with the data and logics.

The solution to the problem requires a special technique. The

main communication method represents “eye to eye” or online
scheduled program. When a customer becomes a part of the pro-
ject then he is not just an observer. Such understanding makes
it easier to design business applications and to adapt the applica-
tions to changing requirements. Client knows what requirements
he can rise for the team of programmers and begins to unders-
tand further specifics about the development in the future. Direct
communication principle allows to create utilities, which not on-
ly fits needs, but involves customers in such comprehensions as
data validation, unique records, client - server architecture and
limits, which are provided by informational technologies and re-
lated things. There is no secret that responsible individuals from
various institutions do not think how to use IT abilities the way it
should be used and because of this, when they see the complexi-
ty of mentioned common usage programs, their proposed ideas
and projects will never materialize. The real problem is in fin-
ding information and not losing it when programs and versions
are changing.

This article represents an attempt to view and solve problems
using another, different cut.

1. Entity-relationship model

References about Unified Modeling Language (UML) are a stan-
dardized general-purpose means of modeling language in the

aCorresponding author, email: robertas@kolegija.lt
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field of software engineering.
Vtiger CRM is an open source CRM application that was for-

med from Sugar CRM with the intention of it becoming a fully
open source CRM application with comparable functionality to
SugarCRM and Salesforce.com. It offers reporting, a customer
portal and an Outlook plug-in in its free edition, whereas those
functions are placed in paid versions of other CRM applications.
UML includes a set of graphical notation techniques to create
visual models of software-intensive systems.

Moodle is a free and open source E-learning software platform
also known as a Course Management System, Learning Manage-
ment System, or Virtual Learning Environment. It has a signifi-
cant user base with 49,256 registered sites, 28,177,443 users in
2,571,855 courses.

According to notation You need Developers, not Programmers,
management advice can be worthless or even worse if it is not
appropriate for your situation. The right decisions for a big com-
pany can be fatal for a small one.

Table 1 represents the classification of IT utilities according to
the space of usability, whether people will use it widely. Table 2
represents the classification of IT utilities according to the time
of usability.

Common mass programs, including internet based utilities,
poorly fits the needs for small and medium projects since it is
too difficult to involve them into educational institutions. Typical
examples are Vtiger CRM (Customer relationship management)
system [1], Moodle learning system [2], Openbiblio library sys-
tem [3] etc.

Big amount of mass programs could be classified according
presented scheme.
1. In satisfying specific needs these programs are not so flexible
[4]. Demands to enter data, print reports, and statistic informa-
tion must fit exact, not abstract, situation, country, etc.
2. If a program is flexible, then it is difficult to configure it.
3. Time and money, spent changing the system into a program
which is oriented for exact usage, is more expensive than de-

velopment of new programs.
4. Many do not understand how to handle information in prog-
rammes.
5. Frequent localization problems.
6. It is easier to involve customers into environment of concepts,
sets of formal descriptions, when projecting from the beginning,
from a simple to a complicated system.
7. A problem is to meet the needs of a person who will work
with data.

2. The solution to the problem of IT-utilities.

The solution is to create small programs for institutions using
local potentials [5]. Set products for customers encompass prog-
rams, which will be completely adapted to exact environment
and will solve concrete, specific tasks characteristic for such en-
vironment. The main communication method is “face-to-face”
or online scheduled program. Then customer becomes a part of
the project, when he is not just an observer. Such understan-
ding makes it much easier to design E-applications and to adapt
the applications to changing requirements. Client knows what
requirements he can rise for the team of programmers and be-
gins to understand further specifics about the development in the
future. Direct communication principle allows to create utili-
ties, which not only fits needs, but involves customers in such
comprehensions as data validation, unique records, client- ser-
ver architecture and limits, which are provided by informational
technologies and related things. There is no secret that responsi-
ble individuals from various institutions do not think how to use
IT abilities the way it should be used and because of this, when
they see the complexity of mentioned common usage programs,
their proposed ideas and projects will never materialize.

Some presented figures will help to understand the main ideas
of the article.

Table 1. Classification of IT utilities according to the space of usability. How widely people will use it?
Abb. Object Destination
S Small programs For one (several) teacher

For one (several) student group
For one (several) student

M Medium programs For teachers of different subjects in one educational institution
For students of different courses in one educational institution

L Large programs For students and teachers from different departments
For students and teachers of several specialized schools

XL Extra large programs For international usage
For wide usage on a country level (mass usability)

Table 2. Classification of IT utilities according to the time of usability
Abb. Object Destination
S Small programs For a part of a lessons or one lesson
M Medium programs For many lessons of a subject in one semester
L Large programs For many lessons of many subjects in few semesters
XL Extra large programs For all types of study processes
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Fig. 1. Three programs belonging to the three user
groups. Every program has its own logics of data
model.

Fig. 2. Due to different concepts is too expensive
to make the wide intersection.

Fig. 1 represents three listed programs. For example test prog-
ram is shown, which has three user groups. Every program has
its own logics of data model and, after some time they will be fil-
led with valuable data. Fig. 2 represents the continuation of Fig.
1. After some time they have such data models which could inter-
sect, but because the concepts are too different it is too expensive
or impossible to make wide intersection. Every specialist of dist-
ributed systems knows how difficult sometimes it is to join them
because of the gaps in data integrity.

Fig. 3 represents the continuation of Fig. 2. Intersection of da-
ta is impossible. The solution is to waste time and money making
standards or remaking systems and it is too expensive. Another
issue - errors in data integrity analytics approach which can cau-
se complete failure. There is one more problem: standards will
disrupt the birth of new ideas and cases.

Fig. 4 represents the new possibility: another solution can be
to cut learning materials, program functionalities in small parts.

Fig. 5 represents the continuation of Fig. 4. Cutted material is
unsorted, making chaos - atom environment. In such a case even
worse situation will appear. No one will able to filter information
so intervention is needed.

Fig. 6 represents continuation of Fig. 5. It can be compared

to nowadays torrents or even to artificial intellect. Observation
shows an incredibly rapid growth of information in such systems.
Why should not we use it in educational purposes?

It is not very difficult to prove that it will involve more peop-
le in creation of educational process, because, making “atoms”,
educational institutions can use their own IT resources. As usual,
they can make some small programs, not big. It will be easier for
project management.

3. Team-leaders for small projects
What is a team or a person, who helps to materialize projects?
Software developer? According to wiki, a software developer is
a person or organization concerned with facets of the software
development process wider than design and coding, a somewhat
broader scope of computer programming or a specialty of project
managing including some aspects of software product manage-
ment. This person may contribute to the overview of the project
on the application level rather than component level or individual
programming tasks. Software developers are often still guided
by lead programmers and also encompass the class of freelance
software developers.

Fig. 3. Continuation of Fig. 2. Fig. 4. Another solution.
Intersection of data is impossible. Cutting of learning materials, program functiona-

lities in small parts….
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Fig. 5. Chaos - atom environment. In such a case
even worse situation will appear. No possibility to
filter information. Intervention is needed.

Fig. 6. Incredibly rapid growth of information in
such systems.

Management advice [7] can be worthless or worse if not app-
ropriate for your situation. The right decisions for a big compa-
ny can be fatal for a small one. How to choose a good develo-
per? Who is a developer, communicating, cooperating with small
companies? A programmer is a person who can make some sop-
histicated operations: i) code new features; ii) fix bugs; iii) write
specifications; iv) write automated test cases; v) help keeping
the automated build system up to date; vi) work out tough prob-
lems; vii) prepares documentation; viii) help with testing; ix) of
course, can make codes readable.

They will be wanted in small companies. Software developers
must be clever and do many things, which are separated in ca-
ses of big companies. The software developer is a person or an
organization concerned with things of the software development
process wider than design and coding, a somewhat broader sco-
pe of computer programming or a specialty of project managing
including some aspects of software product management. Soft-
ware developers are often still guided by lead programmers and
also encompass the class of freelance software developers. Other
names which are often used in the same context are software ana-
lysts and software engineers.

In time, differences between system design, software develop-
ment and programming become more apparent. In current mar-
ket places there can segregation already be found between prog-
rammers and developers; one who actually implements is not one
who designs the class structure or hierarchy.

Moreover, developers become systems architects, those who
design the multi-leveled architecture or component interactions
of a large software system. A programmer can be celebrated just
for writing a code, but a developer could be involved in wider
aspects of the software development process as following.

1. Participation in software product definition.
2. Specification.
3. Requirements analysis.
4. Development and refinement of throw-away simulations

or prototypes to confirm requirements.
5. Feasibility and cost-benefit analysis, including the choice

of application architecture and framework, leading to the
budget and schedule for the project.

6. Design.
7. Code implementation.
8. Authoring the documentation needed by users and imple-

mentation partners etc.

9. Testing, including defining/supporting acceptance testing
and gathering feedback from pre-release testers.

10. Participation in software release and post-release acti-
vities, including support for product launch evangelism
(e.g. developing demonstrations and/or samples) and
competitive analysis for subsequent product build/release
cycles.

11. Maintenance.
12. Instead of programmers (people that specialize in wri-

ting code), what you need is developers (people who will
contribute in multiple ways to make the product success-
ful).

4. Management specifics for small IT utilities
For small projects, the institution cannot afford having people
who think their only responsibility is writing a code. There are
many other things to be done, all of which are critical in having a
successful product. In cases of big companies they would simply
hire more specialists until every job functions are covered. But
in institutions with small IT resources versatile people are wel-
come. In institutions with small IT resources, most IT people are
responsible for multiple tasks. It simply is not feasible to have
a person who focuses on just one small area. Small companies
need versatile people who are willing and capable to step in and
do whatever it takes to help the company succeed.

One or few IT administrators handle basically everything. The
key concept here is flexibility. Big companies have more specia-
lists. Architects do design. Programmers write codes. Technical
Leads manage programmers.

Program Managers are responsible for the specifications and
schedule. Product Managers do positioning and message. By the
way, these are two very different cultures and unpleasant things
may happen when they intersect. Flexibility and boundaries do
not mix very well. A person who has been successful in one of
these cultures often stumbles badly when is transitioned to the
other one. In small companies every developer is first and fo-
remost a programmer. The bulk of their time should be spent
writing codes and fixing bugs.

But every developer also needs to be involved in other are-
as such as: spec documents, configuration management, code
reviews, testing, automated tests, documentation, solving tough
customer problems. These things are the differences between a
programmer and a developer. The developer has a much wider
perspective and an ability to see the bigger picture. The prog-
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rammer writes codes, throws them over the wall to testers and
waits for them to log bugs. The developer knows it is better to
find fix bugs now, since he just might be the one talking to the
customer about it later. The best developer may not be the per-
son who usually gets the really tough problems. A programmer
with an amazing talent can be a lousy developer. Coding is a ne-
cessary but insufficient part of being a developer. Similarly, less
gifted members of one’s team can still distinguish themselves
as excellent developers through their contributions to the non-
coding parts of the product.

Accordingly to Ref. [4], there are several other characteris-
tics for every successful development of the project: i) project
is completed on schedule; ii) any changes in the schedule are
mutually agreed with the client; iii) project is completed within
budget; iv) if the scope of the project changes during the cyc-
le, change orders are initiated and separately billed for; v) future
development is clear; vi) code is maintainable.

There are several things that can go wrong on for both small
companies and developers side that will hinder the above and
cause the project to be less successful.

1. Responsible company person (client) is not responsive or
not reachable.

2. A client does not deliver needed material on time.
3. A client constantly changes requirements.
4. Project team fails to meet milestone deadlines.
5. Team leaves project after finishing, no prospects for futu-

re development.
6. A client does not understand that he is a part of the pro-

ject.

Such companies or clients can be classified into two kinds: i) hy-
peractive - taking care of every small detail of content (according
to general rule a client is very right; ii) active - taking care of
concepts, sense of contents and data logics. It develops more
trusted relations than in the previous case.

A passive, which wants to stay out of it and let programmers’
team to handle everything (a headache for programmers’ team, it
is difficult to keep team’s motivation). There are several methods
one can use to mobilize your client or to communicate with the
project manager on a regular basis.

Firstly, a web-based client extranet/project management appli-
cation should be used. That way the client will have a convenient
channel for communicating with the program manager or the rest
of the project team and reviewing project progress.

Secondly, for clients that are not computer - friendly, the best
solution is regular meetings. A person responsible for those me-

etings needs to prepare a set of specific questions that you need
answering or problems that need to be resolved.

Depending on how big the project is, project manager is ne-
eded as a negotiator between developer’s and client’s company.
The project manager carries the most responsibility within the
team. He is responsible for setting up a realistic schedule, which
should be closely followed in order to assure that a project can be
completed in time. A schedule is essentially a collection of major
milestones with their deadlines. Milestones are usually associa-
ted with deliverables. The completion of certain milestones, like
content delivery, is the responsibility of the client. Therefore,
the client needs to be accountable for any milestones that are not
completed by them on time.

Why is the delay of the project schedule a major problem?
General problem arises because the team usually works on seve-
ral projects at once on both sides [8]. Therefore, time of various
team members needs to be scheduled for particular tasks at a par-
ticular time so that all the deadlines can be met. By delaying a
milestone within a project with a delinquent client, the schedu-
le of the team member who is responsible for the consecutive
milestones is completely disorganize.

The so called scope creep is the most financially unpleasant
problem that development can experience. Scope creep oc-
curs when the project requested functionality exceeds the initial
requirements, which have been quoted in the proposal or project
plan. Changes within the project requirements are often justified
during the development process. It is essential, however, to ini-
tiate a change order for any major extension of the requirements.

A change order is an amendment of the original development
contract with the client, which introduces new costs for all the
added requirements implementation.

Frequent changes in the requirements can be avoided by: i)
writing a project plan based on a thorough survey of the client’s
needs before initiating the development process; ii) collaborating
with the client on a building of website blueprints that addres-
see site structure, content structure and navigational paths of the
website.

If you have an experienced project team and there are no prob-
lems with the completion of milestones by a client, but you’re
still failing to meet project milestones, you must have a sche-
duling problem. The project manager must consult the project
team’s calendar before setting up a schedule for a project. It is
essential to determine when a particular team member has time
to work on a given task and setup the milestone deadlines for new
projects according to that.

Client needs: (to place cars rightly, monitor empty places)
⇓
Client‘s understanding about model concepts (data integrity), programming concepts
⇓
Programmer‘s understanding about task environment (logistics structure in company)
⇓
Effective program (system, reachable from internet)

Fig. 7. Abstract distance from client needs to successful program
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A well thought schedule will be respected and used by the te-
am as their main guideline for what should be done on a given
day. Project management programs enable to setup milestones
and assign them to team members, as well as keep track of their
completion date/time. Best choice is to use the web based pro-
ject management programs. Then client will be able to follow
the schedule.

Another problem is financial, when educational institutions
cannot pay or do not want to pay. On the other hand, they will
not waste time adapting complicated systems because of the unk-
nown concepts and appropriate psychological moments. So IT
level between large companies, which can maintain their own
IT sector to solve various IT tasks and institutions with small-
medium IT resources, will increase.

Seeing this motivation, we cannot exclude common solution
utilities for many institutions, when some exact, strict standards

exist in a level of region, country or a big institution. As examp-
les could be accountant programs.

Conclusions
Small IT utilities can be an efficient way to distribute informa-
tion in the internet. Method to spread information is needed to
be analyzed.

It is possible to search more effective methods to keep and
spread information, moving out from standard comprehensions,
supported by IT situation, governments and so on.
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Abstract. The article discusses SCADA systems in GPRS networks, their engineering concepts and reali-
zation possibilities. The first part of the article describes SCADA systems in general: the main elements
and their functions are introduced. The second part discusses the advantages and disadvantages of various
data transmission systems. GPRS networks are selected as the most appropriate medium to be used in SCA-
DA systems. Consequently, GPRS networks and their relation with GSM networks are introduced as well.
The last part discusses the minimum hardware and software requirements for realization of the most basic
SCADA system.
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Introduction

New technologies have become increasingly important in our li-
ves and can be used in more and more different areas. One of the
most important questions is how to observe remote events, which
are located several hundreds or thousands meters away, and how
to quickly and timely respond to system changes. For such data
monitoring and collection SCADA systems were designed. The-
se systems may be implemented in various fields – from industry
to housing. The main purpose of such systems is to monitor,
gather and analyze data. The system processes the received da-
ta all the time, as a result it could take on appropriate actions,
for example, to send specific tasks to controllers or inform rele-
vant people or instances about the situation when deviations are
noticed.

Data transmission media in such systems may vary: wireless
communications, cables or telephone lines. It is shown that the
most appropriate medium to use for communication in SCADA
systems is GPRS networks due to its reliability, ubiquitous cha-
racter and pricing. Selecting this transmission medium, SCADA
system becomes independent of distance, so remote devices can
be monitored practically from any location. Consequently, GPRS
service would be overviewed.

The aim of this article is to review the operation principles

of SCADA systems – i.e. i) to discuss the way how data is trans-
mitted in GPRS networks and ii) to review the main software and
hardware technologies which are needed for realization of such
telemetry systems.

1. SCADA Systems

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition systems (SCADA)
could be described as data management systems, which enable
operators to monitor and control processes in remote areas.

Implementation of SCADA system saves time and money, be-
cause it is not necessary to go to remote sites for data collection
or to check the functionality of the system. Real time data and
system management, automatic report generation, system errors
elimination and many other functions become possible. This is
only a small part of all benefits that are provided with today’s
SCADA systems.

SCADA systems have become popular in about 1960, when
the need for effective remote installation and control maintenan-
ce appeared. SCADA system is an electronic system which ma-
nages the input / output signals transmitted between the main
station and remote devices. The master station would receive da-
ta through a telemetry network and then store it in the database

aCorresponding author, email: aisteand@gmail.com, phone: +370 671 47247
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of mainframe computer [1].
Distributed control systems (DCS) were developed in 1970. It

was used to control separate remote subsystems. When micro-
computers were invented, it had become possible to distribute
process control among remote sites. Further inventions enabled
DCS systems to use programmable logic controllers (PLC), whi-
ch may be programmed to control the remote sites.

Since the Internet takes the huge part in everyday lives and
it could be used practically everywhere, SCADA systems also
could use the certain ports to download information or control a
process. Of course, security is an important factor that should
be considered, so consequently all necessary security measures
should be implemented in such systems.

Today’s SCADA systems have many ways of realization. It can
be used not only for process automatization in various industries,
security systems of buildings, surveillance, but also for scientific
purposes, i.e. for measurements, analysis and planning, also for
weather forecasting, and for many other data acquisition/control
systems.

2. Functional structure of SCADA systems
SCADA system performs four main functions: a) data collec-
tion; b) networked data communication; c) data presentation; d)
control. These functions are performed by four SCADA system
components.
1. Sensors (digital or analogue) and controllers that are directly
associated with the managed system.
2. Remote Telemetry Units (RTUs). These are small compu-
terized units, located in particular sites. The main function of
these units is to gather data from sensors and send it to the main
computer or, conversely, to send control commands from main
station to controllers. Besides, RTU can perform routine local
device manipulation.
3. SCADA master units. This is the main computer station con-
sisting from few to several main computers that serve as the cent-
ral processor of SCADA system. These units allow operators to
monitor system events and manage control by analyzing received
data. Sometimes these units are called Human-Machine interfa-
ce (HMI) or Human-Computer interface (HCI).
4. Data communication network connects master SCADA units
with Remote Telemetry units.

The simplest SCADA system can be imagined as a single cir-
cuit that notifies only about one event. For example, there is a
machine which produces any kind of device. Every time when
a device is finished it turns on the switch, which turns on the
light indication in the control panel on the main computer sta-
tion. This light indication informs a human operator that device
has been completed.

Of course, a real SCADA system can perform much more ac-
tions and monitor much more remote sites in longer distances,
but the main principle remains the same.

2.1. Data collection
A real SCADA system controls hundreds or thousands of sen-
sors. Some of these sensors monitor the system behavior when
some new objects appear (for instance, observes the water flow
to the reservoir), the others - when objects are removed from the

system (for example, measure the valve pressure, when water is
released from reservoir).

Some of these sensors measure simple events that may be lin-
ked to the switch states on / off (so-called digital or discrete da-
ta). Other sensors are specialized to monitor more complex situ-
ations, where accurate measurements of gradually changed para-
meters need to be made (so-called analogue sensors). These ty-
pes of sensors can analyze plenty of data variations, for example,
voltage and current changes. Such sensors usually are designed
to measure the temperature, flow, level of liquid in the reservo-
ir or other alternating factors. The majority of these factors are
defined with top and / or bottom levels.

Let’s suppose the desirable room temperature is between 20
and 24 degrees of Celsius. If it becomes lower or higher, a th-
reshold alarm is received, which informs about the unwelcomed
temperature in the room. In more advanced systems analogue
sensors have several types of threshold alarms.

2.2. Control
SCADA system is not limited only to collect and process data
over the large distances, but also can control the remote devices.
Suppose we have the control panel button. When the button is
pressed, a signal is sent to remote devices to perform a parti-
cular action. In real systems this process frequently is automated
and is performed at threshold levels. The main computer station
monitors all devices (or particular factors) and when notices the
deviation, immediately takes the particular action, for instance,
sends appropriate commands to restore the previous normal state.
In this way the system can operate without human interference,
but also it is possible to adjust working processes manually.

In reality, SCADA system automatically controls various ty-
pes of industrial processes. For instance, if the pressure is too
high in the gas pipeline, system automatically opens the addi-
tional valve. Electricity generation can be adjusted to meet the
appropriate energy requirements. SCADA system simultaneou-
sly can control a huge number of remote sites located in large
distances.

2.3. Data presentation
Operators can observe data in the specific main computer sta-
tion. Also it could be called Human machine Interface (HMI) or
Human Computer Interface (HCI). The main functions of such
computer station are as follows.
1. Constantly control all sensors / controllers and notify about
alerts to human operator, i.e. when the control factor no longer
satisfies the conditions or states which were set.
2. To present the whole view of all the system and responses to
operator queries in detail.
3. To process the received data from sensors: maintain journal
of reports and summarize history of events.

2.4. Data communication
SCADA data is encoded in concerted protocol format [2]. Ol-
der SCADA systems depended on closed proprietary protocols,
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but today the trend is to open, standard protocols. Sensors and
controllers are very simple electric devices that cannot generate
or interpret communication protocol on their own [2]. For this
reason Remote Terminal Units (RTUs) are used. RTUs encode
sensor signals into protocol format and forward data to the main
computer station. When RTUs receive control commands from
the main station, they transmit appropriate manipulation signals
to controllers.

There are many ways how data could be transfer in SCA-
DA systems: Internet networks, leased and phone lines, wire-
less communication. Even when using the Internet, the last mile
connection is needed. Usage of cables is not one of the best op-
tions, especially if large transfer distances are needed. In this
situation additional optical cabling or repeaters should be loca-
ted to strengthen the signals. Implementation of such network
requires additional expenses and time. Wireless networks from
this point of view are more simple and rational: the sites whe-
re cabling is problematic could be reached and this saves imp-
lementation expenses and time, which are great advantages of
SCADA systems. Especially topical are structured wireless data
networks, based on common place services, such as GSM, TET-
RA, APCO etc.

GPRS service is wireless data technology used all over the
world. Besides, these networks are trusted and secure. One of the
reasons why these networks have expanded is because of already
existing GSM networks. GPRS networks are based on the archi-
tecture of GSM networks, so in order to create GPRS networks
only few new improvements (installion of several new elements)
in GSM networks need to be done by its operators. Consequent-
ly, there is no need for clean new network implementation, only
already existing networks are used and improved.

Another advantage of GPRS is that the price of service de-
pends not on the connection time, but only on quantity of data
that was transferred due to connection. This is very convenient
and practical – devices can be always on-line, what guarantee
immediate reaction of system.

3. GPRS system
General packet radio service (GPRS) is a packet oriented mo-
bile data service available to users of the 2G cellular communi-
cation systems GSM, as well as in the 3G systems. 2G cellular
systems combined with GPRS are often described as 2.5G, that
is, a technology between the second (2G) and third (3G) gene-
rations of mobile telephony. It provides moderate speed (56 ÷
171.2 kbps [3], which is quite sufficient for usually small amount
of data in SCADA systems) data transfer, by using unused time
division multiple access (TDMA) channels in the GSM system.
GPRS is a best-effort packet switched service originally standar-
dized by European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ET-
SI), but now by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP).

3.1. GSM networks
In 1982 the European Conference of Postal and Telecommunica-
tions Administrations (CEPT) rounded up a team of people and
called it Groupe Special Mobile (GSM). The aim of this team
was to create a new telecommunication standard in Europe.

13 European countries signed a memorandum of agreement in
1987 that the implementation of GSM networks would be comp-
leted until the year 1991. European Telecommunications Stan-
dards Institute (created in 1988) was responsible for creating the
suitable technical requirements for European standards. In 1989
the sense of acronym GSM was changed. The meaning of GSM
became Global System of Mobile Communications (GSM), be-
cause the concept needed a name which would be more in line
with reality.

The first commercial GSM call was made in Finland on the
1st of June in 1991. The installation of the second stage of GSM
networks continued till 1995. Main focus of this installation was
a more effective and smooth transmission of voice data and ser-
vices related with it. During the advanced second stage installa-
tion, the purpose and tasks had changed: the main focus was set
on data transfer.

3.2. The mobile communications system
Mobile communications use radio lines and networks. The servi-
ce sector in a mobile communication system is divided into many
small zones, called cells. Each cell is connected with neighbor
cell by cable and such network was called cellular network of
communication [4]. Every cell has its own base station. The
capacity of such system, i.e. the amount of users which could
be served, may be expanded using multiple radio channels in
different cells, where there is no interference. On the other hand,
cellular systems require complex procedures for its own users’
registration and call management realization, especially when
users migrate from one cell to other.

Cell is the area covered by one base station antenna. The form
of this area depends on what type and layout of antenna is used.
By changing these features’ triangle, rectangle and hexagon sha-
pe of a cell can be received. Hexagon shaped cell is the most
optimal for communication. The main cell could be divided into
N small sectors, with the size equal to 1/N of the main cell size.
Such sectors are called microcells. This method is used in cities
where density of subscribers is very high. If radius of cell is only
tens of meters, then it is called the picocell. Size of cell can be
easily reduced, if the base station antenna height is reduced.

3.3. Mobile communications organization
There are two different radio frequency channels for mobile com-
munication organization used in Europe: 890÷915 MHz – from
mobile device to the base station and 935÷960 MHz – from ba-
se station to devices. GSM additionally can use another – 1800
MHz frequency band. Cells of low frequency are larger, but have
less frequency channels.

The main three possibilities of channel distribution could be
formulated as follows: a) Frequency Division Multiple Access
(FDMA); b) Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA); c) Code
Division Multiple Access (CDMA).

The radio channel in FDMA occupies a relatively narrow
bandwidth. Signals of different transmitters are sent in different
frequency channels. Band filters are used to reduce the interac-
tions of two adjacent channels. FDMA method is used in the
first-generation analogue cellular communication systems.
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Fig. 1. GSM structure.
MS - Mobile station; SIM - Subscriber‘s ID module; ME - Mobile equipment; BS - Base station;
BTS - Base transceiver station; EIR - Equipment identity register; NS - Network subsystem; BSC - Base station controller;
AuC - Authorization centre; HLR - home location register; VLR - visitor location register; MSC - Mobile stationary centre.

TDMA system users can use the same frequency channel - ho-
wever it could be occupied only during different time slots.

Since signals do not overlap in time, outgoing signals of a par-
ticular subscriber can be easily distinguished from other subscri-
ber signals, by turning on receiver during the necessary time slot.
The intervals of connection time could be shortened to bounda-
ries which are allowed for the network synchronization. The sys-
tems which use TDMA usually have reserved intervals of 30÷50
microseconds between adjacent channels. This means that all
user terminals must be synchronized with their own base station
at least with half accuracy of these reserved intervals. This task
is completed when one of the communication channels translate
the sample synchronization signal of the base station. TDMA is
used in the second generation of digital mobile communication
systems. It is also installed in GSM. Different frequency chan-
nels (carriers) are separated one from the other with 200 kHz
band intervals. Each carrier may be transmitted in eight TDMA
time slots. The length of each channel is 577 µs. GSM data block
length consists of eight such time slots – 4,62 ms.

The third technology of channel distributions is CDMA. It ap-
peared almost simultaneously with TDMA. In the beginning, it
used more expensive equipment, as a result it took more time
until it was started to use. In CDMA technology each signal
is corresponding with different random binary sequence. This
sequence modulates the carrier and extends its range. If the
emitted radio signals of CDMA transmitter are observed from
the outside, they will appear as a noise – over time, one or other
component of spectrum is strengthened with no visible order.
The transmitted information in this noise can only be acquired
by someone who possesses a correlator in the receiver which is
managed by exactly the same binary sequence as it was in trans-
mitter. The communication system of so called spread spectrum
protects from listening and inhibition much more than traditional
narrow band radio communication systems [3].

3.4. GSM Network Structure
GSM network can be divided into three main parts (see Fig. 1).
1. Mobile station (MS) - phone or modem of network subscriber.

2. Base transceiver station (BTS) controls the radio communica-
tion with mobile station. BTS via base station controller (BSC)
connects to Mobile switching center (MSC).
3. Network subsystem. The main part of this subsystem is MSC
which performs the authentification process and call connection
between fixed or mobile subscriber.

The mobile station and subsystem of the base station commu-
nicates over the Um interface, also known as the Air Interface
or Radio Communication. The MSC communicates with base
station subsystem through A interface (see Fig. 1).

3.5. GPRS networks
GPRS networks are the improvement of GSM network infrast-
ructure, which ensures the transfer of packet data. This means
that GPRS has taken over the same cellular system networks,
which allow voice calls. As a result a voice call service using
GPRS is available anywhere. This service is also available abro-
ad, since most operators have made contracts.

GPRS is defined as a packet data network, where the base sta-
tion is used only when users send or receive data. The radio
channel is not occupied or booked for any user for a particular ti-
me. Several users can use the same channel, i.e. the large number
of users share the same bandwidth. The exact number of users
depends on what application number and data quantity.

GPRS is based on IP protocol and allows users to access va-
rious services, for example to check e-mails, access internet or
intranet, communication sites, chat, etc. Bandwidth of GPRS is
between 9.05 kbitps to 171.2 kbitps [3].

GPRS connection could be described with motto: Always on
Always connected. This means, that if you once connected to
GPRS network, you can stay connected for the whole day or we-
ek or the rest of your life. The charge of GPRS service depends
on what quantity of data subscriber has downloaded and uploa-
ded, not on connection time like in GSM networks [5]. GPRS
creates substantial benefits to service providers and consumers,
because radio resources are more effectively used, i.e. the chan-
nel is occupied just for a while, only to transfer data packets.
That is why the lower price of connection is charged.
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Fig. 2. Structure of GPRS networks.
BSS - basic station system; GGSN - Gateway GPRS Support Node; HLR - Home location register;
MSC - Mobile switchboard center; PSPDN - Public service packet data network;
SGSN - Serving GPRS Support Node; VLR - Visitor location register.

3.6. GPRS network structure
GPRS has been based on the GSM network standard by adding
several new functional elements. In this way a system with de-
fined functional capabilities and internal network operations has
been created. The structure of GPRS network is shown in Fig. 2.

The following standardized network interfaces are also shown
in the layout of GPRS network (Fig. 2).

1. Gb - sends user data and signaling messages to / from the
SGSN.

2. Gn – GPRS network framework. IP LAN / WAN techno-
logies are used for installation, providing a virtual connec-
tion between the SGSN and GGSN.

3. Gi – the boundary between GPRS and external networks.
Each packet is routed by its unique access point name.

4. Gr – the interface between Home Location Register
(HLR) and the SGSN. Allows connection to the subsc-
ribers’ information.

5. Gs enables cooperation between GSM and GPRS ne-
tworks.

6. Gc is the interface which enables GGSN to connect to the
visitor location register.

Several new elements were installed in GPRS networks [6].
1. Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN) is responsible for de-
livery of packet data to and from mobile stations, i.e. the best
path selection and transmission (routing), mobile and logic con-
nections management (connected / disconnected devices and lo-
cation management), authentication functions. SGSN location
register stores information of all registered GPRS users (for ins-
tance, in which cell the user is right now). This information is
stored in visitor location register (VLR)) and users profile (for
example, International Mobile Subscriber Identity, address (es)
used in packet data networks).
2. Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN) works like an interfa-
ce between the GPRS core network and external data networks.
GGSN converts the received GPRS packets from SGSN to par-

ticular Packet data protocol (PDP), e.g. IP and sends it to the
outside packet data network. If data comes from an external ne-
twork then the address of the packet data protocol is converted to
GSM recipient address. Redirected packets are sent to the SGSN.
For that reason Gateway GPRS Support Node stores addresses
and profiles of existing SGSN users in Home Location Registers
(HLR). HLR is the information storage of all registered subsc-
ribers on that network. Each user must have at least one GPRS
subscriber entry. GGSN is responsible for distribution of IP add-
resses and authentification, also. The unique access point name
(APN) is assigned to each external network and is used when
users want to connect to a particular network.
3. Base Station Subsystem (BSS) is adapted to recognize and
send users’ data to SGSN.
4. Packet Control Unit (PCU) is a part of the base station cont-
roller (BSC), which controls and manages distribution of GPRS
radio recourses to mobile subscribers.

Other elements (not presented in Fig. 2) are as follows.
1. Charging Gateway (CG) registers any activity related with
network, i.e. data transmission, loading conditions changes, qu-
ality of Service changes, the end of GPRS session (types of PDP
packets). The main functions of CG are as follow: i) to collect
records of GPRS data from network nodes; ii) storage of inter-
mediate data records; iii) buffer and forward data records to the
billing systems.
2. Domain Name Service (DNS) allows users to initiate connec-
tion to the appropriate network. It relates APN with IP addresses
stored in GGSN.

3.7. Classes of Mobile stations

GPRS mobile station can operate in one of three classes.
1. Class A. Mobile station (MS) can use both GPRS and GSM
services simultaneously. The consumer can make and / or re-
ceive calls using both services at the same time, for example,
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consumer can receive a GSM voice call and GPRS data packets
at the same time.
2. Class B. MS can use both GPRS and GSM services, but not
simultaneously, i.e. if consumer accepts a GSM voice call at the
same he cannot receive GPRS data packets.
3. Class C. MS could use only one service: GSM or GPRS, it
cannot perform several operations at the same time. The choice
of service is determined manually.

The MS of second GSM stage uses one uplink and downlink
channel at a time. In GPRS service it is possible to have multiple
time slots at a time, for instance, MS can operate in 2 time slots
with two uplink and downlink channels. When MS uses multiple
time slots it belongs to multitime slot class.

4. GPRS coding schemes

Data transfer rates particularly depend on the channel coding -
see Table 1. The fastest data transfer could be received with CS-
4 coding, which is used when radio link with base transceiver
station (BTS) is good (high S/N ratio). The most reliable coding
is CS-1, but data is transferred much slower.

Using the CS-4 coding it is possible to achieve about 21 kbps
data transfer rate. However, the active area will be only 25 %
of entire cell area. CS-1 can achieve 9.0 kbps transfer rate, but
the active area increases to 95 % since it is applicable with noisy
signal. By upgrading the network equipment, there can be an
opportunity to automatically determine transmission rate depen-
ding on the location of mobile user.

Table 1. GPRS coding schemes.
Coding system Data rate per time slot, kbps
CS-1 9.05
CS-2 13.4
CS-3 15.6
CS-4 21.4

4.1. Mobility Management States

GPRS has three different states of mobility management - see
Fig. 3.
1. IDLE state is present when subscriber (MS) is passive (GPRS
is not connected). The network does not have any information
about the subscriber. To change this state MS should initiate the
GPRS connection procedure.
2. STANDBY state says that subscriber is active, i.e. is connec-
ted to the GPRS service. The network stores all the information
about the subscriber and includes MS to the routing table. If MS
starts to send data, the status will be changed to READY. The
GPRS disconnection procedure can be initiated by network or
MS and the status of MS will be changed to IDLE.
3. READY state is activated when subscriber transmits data or
is preparing to do this. SGSN may send data to mobile station
without paging at any time, the same way as MS can send data
to SGSN at any time. If the state timer expires, MS is moved to
STANDBY state. If the MS initiates detach of GPRS procedure,
the state becomes IDLE.

Fig. 3. Mobility management states.

4.2. Packet Data Protocol (PDP)
To initiate the exchange of data, Packet data protocol (PDP)
must be activated in mobile station, SGSN and GGSN nodes.
This procedure is initiated by consumer and can be compared to
logging on to an appropriate network. The process is showed in
Fig. 4.
1. The user of GPRS network initiates the “logging on” ope-
ration by using the existing applications on the mobile station.
MS sends the request to the base station to start PDP activation
process. When the radio resources are allocated, MS sends the
active PDP request to the SGSN. The key information is inclu-
ded in this signaling message: user’s static IP address (if given),
the APN of external networks (to which an attempt to connect is
made), the user identification and other necessary IP configura-
tion information. SGSN accepts the activated PDP request and
checks the user’s subscription record. This way SGSN checks if
request is correct and valid.
2. If this request is valid, SGSN sends another request with sen-
der’s APN information to the DNS server.
3. DNS server uses the APN information to identify the IP add-
ress of GGSN, which is required for the connection to the exter-
nal network.
4. SGSN sends the request message to GGSN trying to get in
touch and build a tunnel connection.
5. When GGSN confirms this request, the tunnel connection is
established. IP address is returned to SGSN, which later is sent
to the mobile station.
6. SGSN sends a response message to MS (including IP address).

After these procedures are completed, virtual connection is
established between MS and GGSN. The GGSN also has an as-
sociation between the tunnel and the physical interface to the
external network. Now MS can freely transfer data to external
networks.

4.3. Packet transmission procedure
In order to start GPRS service, first of all a MS should be con-
nected to GPRS network (i.e. should be in state STANDBY or
READY and the packet data protocol must be activated.
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Fig. 4. PDP Context Activation Process

The temporary logical link identity and network service ac-
cess point identifier identifies the packet data protocol between
MS and the SGSN. The tunnel identifier recognizes the packet
data protocol between SGSN and GGSN.

4.4. Packet data transmission initiation

When MS wants to transmit data in GRPS network, it sends the
request i) on Packet Random Access Channel (PRACH) if this
logical GPRS channel is established in cell; or ii) Random Ac-
cess Channel (RACH), if PRACH is not established. The packet
control unit (PCU) sends a response message with one or several
uplink state flags (USFs) (if MS can link several time slots, MS
can have different USFs for each separate time slot) and one tem-
porary flow identifier (TFI). TFI is the same for all time slots.
This message is sent over the radio interface on Packet Access
Grant Channel (PAGCH) if this logical GPRS channel is confi-
gured in the cell or with the Access Grant Channel (AGCH) if
PAGCH is not implemented [7].

After this procedure one or several uplink time slots are assig-
ned to MS. As soon as the MS receives one of its USF on the
corresponding downlink time slot, the MS has to send some data
with the TFI on the following radio block of this time slot.

4.5. Paging procedure

If MS is in STANDBY state, then only the current routing area is
known to the SGSN node. So SGSN should send request messa-
ge to MS (to start the paging procedure), because otherwise the
downlink data transmission would not be possible. The paging
procedure is shown in Fig. 5.

1. SGSN receives some downlink data packets dedicated to
mobile station, which is now in STANDBY state.
2. SGSN sends the base station system GPRS protocol (BSSGP)
paging request message. This message contains Packet Tempora-
ry Mobile Subscriber Identity (P-TMSI), information about PDP
routing area and QoS. This BSSGP message initiates the paging
procedure.
3. One or several packet control units (this depends on the rou-
ting area of cell controlled by one or several PCU) send the requ-
est message of location verification (including P-TSMI) to MS.

Each message is sent over the radio interface on the Packet Pa-
ging Channel (PPCH) if this logical GRPS channel is established
or on the Paging Channel (PCH) if PPCH is not implemented.
4. When the GPRS paging message is confirmed a MS sends
the packet channel request on Packet Random Access Channel
(PRACH) if this logical GPRS channel was configured in the
cell or on Random Access Channel (RACH) if PRACH was not
implemented.
5. PCU returns the immediate assignment packet message (one
or several downlink time slots are assigned to MS) with Time
Flow Identity (TFI). The message is sent over the radio interfa-
ce on PAGCH if this logical GPRS channel is established in the
cell, otherwise on AGCH.
6. MS should respond at least with one valid logical link control
(LLC) frame, which will approach as the SGSN paging respon-
se message. When the response is received, the MS changes its
mobile management state to READY.
7. After LLC frame is accepted, the PCU adds it in the global
identity of cell. The global identity consists of Routing Area Co-
de (RAC) and Location Area Code (LAC). Such LLC frame is
sent to SGSN and the SGSN accepts this LLC frame as the pa-
ging response message.

MS should be in READY state after the listed sequence is over.
When MS recognizes the assigned TFI in one of its downlink
time slots, MS starts packet data transfer.

5. Realization of SCADA system
SCADA system is usually realized in various industries using
known commercial technical equipment and software solutions
[8]. A simple SCADA system can be created by developing prop-
rietary software and embedded controller driven Client - Server
system.

First of all, a remote terminal unit which collects data (for
example from sensors which measure temperature and send it to
server) must be created. RTU is a microcontroller, so assembly
board with some connections needs to be made: one connec-
tion to connect the modem and the rest for sensors connection.
When selecting microcontroller, one should evaluate the quality
and price ratio, supported command set and other parameters li-
ke speed, memory, programmable flash memory, quantity of I/O
ports, timers, etc.
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Fig. 5. GPRS paging procedure.

The measurements results should be sent to server over GPRS
networks [8]. To send data in GPRS networks, the modem needs
to be attached to the RTU board. It is recommended to select the
modem which already has the TCP / IP stack protocol, otherwi-
se the protocol needs to be programmed. All GPRS settings are
configured in modem using AT commands (depends on modem
manufacturer). For realization of data transmission, the socket
(combination of IP and port number) should be created.

The last element of SCADA system is the main computer -
server, which has the required software that sometimes is called
the telemetry system program. To create a simple telemetry sys-
tem, advanced knowledge in PHP, C++, MySQL, XTML, etc is
required. Additionally, several questions, like: i) how many RTU
will be maintained; and ii) how many sensors each RTU can ha-
ve; iii) which structure and coding of packet data should be used
as well as other details should be considered.

The main function of telemetry program is to store received
data, for example to make history at what time what event was
registered and what parameters it had. If the threshold condi-
tions are exceeded, the threshold alarm will be turned on. The
threshold alarm can be imagined as a sound, light signal, or, if
only particular people must be informed, sms or e-mail should be
sent to them. It can be the control command, relayed to remote
device, also.

It is possible to think up many SCADA realization forms, wi-

th different quantity and types of sensors or threshold alarms.
However, the main principles of SCADA system operating and
implementation remain the same.

Conclusions
SCADA systems are a vital part of many technological processes
that are used in various areas of modern society. These can inc-
lude such industry segments as energetic (electricity, heating and
water supply accounting, water and electricity plants, etc.), pro-
duction, meteorological data acquisition systems, telecommuni-
cations, scientific experiment and other fields. Educational and
scientific fields also benefit from the usage of SCADA systems
which help conduct the latest researches and experiments, make
forecasting, communicate and share knowledge between scien-
tists and universities in the scientific community.

It is shown that the most appropriate medium to use for com-
munication in SCADA systems is GPRS networks due to its re-
liability, ubiquitous character and pricing. GPRS has many be-
nefits which place it first among all the communication technolo-
gies available for usage of SCADA systems, for example GPRS
is based on GSM architecture, so no new technologies need to be
implemented.

The reader is introduced with SCADA system and GPRS, their
main elements and functions are analyzed in this article.
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Abstract. The main focus in the preparation of electronic portal „E-portal of Security Engineering“ is
to establish web learning system, which is going to be a new tool in the learning process for students
and professionals in fields that focus on security studies, safety studies and crisis management. E-portal
will prepare connections among students, teachers, professionals and experts. We assume that this new
E-portal is a very good continuity and extension of 4E-trainer and EIT projects. This interface will bring
qualitative improvement for students during the learning process and we expect them to be more active in
both professional and scientific work. They will be provided with the possibility to compare actual questions
and problems in other institutions, in scientific and professional environment and teachers will be able to
get feedback from professionals, colleagues and students.
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Introduction

In the 21st century the traditional way of teaching only from bo-
oks and printed materials is not sufficient anymore. While in the
past the content of printed material was relevant for several years,
nowadays everything is changing much faster. The expansion of
the internet and the development of transfer capacities afford new
forms of information resources for studies and students preparing
for them.

In the past, most common resources of information were prin-
ted materials. Every year member states of the EU print several
dozens of journals, magazines, books of abstracts from confe-
rences and seminars in such fields as security and crisis mana-
gement. The biggest disadvantage regarding education process
is the time difference between the two following issues. Better
possibility is the interval of three months (scientific and profes-
sional journals), but the worse possibility is twenty-four months
(several international conferences). Second biggest disadvantage
is the limited number of possible readers and limited feedback
received from them, which is very important for self reflex of the

author. This weakness can be seen in graduation works of bache-
lor and master students. Very often they prepare very valuable
works, which are hidden from the wider number of individuals
that have interest in these areas.

The disadvantages mentioned above were partly eliminated by
the new forms of education, for example traditional view of the e-
learning. E-learning nowadays is made of several separated plat-
forms and many separate educational institutions. After several
years of experience it can be stated - this system has disadvanta-
ges. The main disadvantage is the number of users sharing the
information. The limit is made by the institution, categorizing
the worst and the best students of the year or sometimes even the
subject. Usually, students and teachers from other institutions or
professionals cannot accept the system. The other disadvanta-
ges regarding the classic form of e-learning are decentralization,
duplicity, incompatibility and unavailability.

Based on practical experience in our faculty it was decided to
establish our own portal, which would minimize the mentioned
disadvantages and would be a very good extension and would
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continue running the projects 4E-trainer [1] as well as EIT [2] in
which we are involved. This new portal will join all the possible
advantages and will be based on a new platform of web learning
system, which offers a lot of new possibilities.

1. Goals of preparing project “E-portal...”
The main goal of preparing the project “E-portal of Security En-
gineering and Crisis Management” is to establish and to develop
electronic portal, which should provide users with the possibili-
ties of obtaining information, learning, publishing professional
and scientific papers, presentations and posters, discussing actu-
al and published problems. It should also notify about the new
problems and challenges in the security and to be one of the main
resources of current information in the security [3-5]. Users of
the E-portal should be students (mostly students of university),
teachers, scientists and professionals in fields that focus on se-
curity engineering, safety studies and crisis management, as well
as emergency management and transport in crisis situations.

The main goals of E-portal will be divided into two major
fields of interest.
1. Security studies – space focused on crisis management, emer-
gency management, risk management, national and international
security and security engineering in general [6-7].
2. Security of individuals, property and information – space
focused on private security, protection at work, techniques and
technology of security in several fields, fire protection and prob-
lems in information systems [8-9].

Partial goals of the project will be divided into several ye-
ars (depending on agency’s proposal), step by step preparing E-
portal and they will be created of following gates (sections).

Gate 1: Security magazine. Space designated to publish pa-
pers, presentations and posters from the two major fields of inte-
rest.

Gate 2: Student’s Projects. Space designated as an archive
for student’s final works and thesis (subject, semester, bachelor,
master and dissertation) and also for works of students’ scientific
competitions.

Gate 3: Dictionary of Terms (Glossary). The establishment of
the glossary in security and crisis management with interactive
search. It will be based on a wiki-tool with easy and direct access
and possibilities of adding new terms and discussing them.

Gate 4: Newsletter. Space designated to publish new links
about activities that are being prepared, actions and news in se-
curity.

Gate 5: Blogs. Every active user will be able to establish a
personal blog, space where views, experiences and knowledge
could be presented and shared with the other users of E-portal
and public.

Gate 6: Movie Databank. This gate will consist of the spa-
ce designated for audiovisual presentations from conferences,
excursions, practical exercises and measurements.

The above mentioned six gates (sections) of the electronic por-
tal will be expanded by useful links with other activities associa-
ted with education, professional possibilities (links with com-
panies in these fields, companies and schools offering scholars-
hips, internships and possible work places, partner universities

and other possibilities such as Erasmus, CEEPUS, SAIA, etc.)
Authors strongly believe that this idea should be spread all over
the EU, for the beginning we would like to run the first version
of the portal in several languages of potential partners of the pro-
ject (Slovak, English, French, Spanish, German, Italian, Dutch,
Portuguese, Lithuanian, Polish and Czech).

In the first year of the realization of this project, before prep-
aring bases for all the gates, it will be necessary to prepare data
capacity (web hosting), graphical design. The view that is su-
ggested on the web-page of preparing E-portal of Security En-
gineering is showed in Fig. 1. Administration of the portal (ad-
ministrator, access rights, “user friendly” interface, etc.) must be
realized. During the next years (3) it will follow software imple-
mentation of gates to the portal. At the end of the project period
the main focus will be on publicity of the portal, single gates
(what is where and how to use) and on the sustainability of the
E-portal for the future.

For now the next step is to establish cooperation with possible
partners, institutions (universities, schools, companies, organiza-
tions and other institutions). They should be a part of individual
gates (1,2,4 and 6). The main target is to have one representative
from the field of security from each country of EU. For now we
have partners in these countries: Austria, Czech Republic, Fran-
ce, Germany, Italy, Lithuania, Nederland, Poland and Portugal,
other states and representatives are more than welcome.

2. Proposed realization of the project
The first step of creating E-portal will be the creation of web spa-
ce (renting), e-mail addresses and domain. The next step will be
to choose Content Management System (CMS) followed by grap-
hical design. Every gate of the system will contain of several le-
vels (reading, publishing, editing) depending on users rights. In
the system there will be several groups of users (user, moderator,
editor, news publisher and administrator) and depending on their
rights they will be allowed to change and correct the content of
E-portal. Proposed implementation of E-portal gates (sections)
are presented as follows.

Gate 1. Security magazine. Space designated to publish pa-
pers, presentations and posters from field of security enginee-
ring. The magazine will be divided in to scientific and professio-
nal sections. Qualitative level of magazine papers will be guaran-
teed by the editorial board of the magazine, it will be composed
of experts of security engineering from all over the EU. Authors’
ambition is later to move this magazine into a journal, to become
a part of the citation index and to be in the database of electronic
journals. The magazine will be printed annually.

Gate 2. Student’s Projects. Space designated as an archive
for students’ final works and thesis (subject, semester, bachelor,
master and dissertation) and also for works of students’ scienti-
fic competitions. Every published work will be confirmed by the
author and also the presentation will be added. Qualitative level
of all works will be guaranteed by supervisors of the works and
committees of scientific competitions.

Gate 3. Dictionary of Terms (Glossary). Process of preparing
and creating the glossary will be divided into two steps: 0 and 1.
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Fig.1. Suggested view of the web-page: E-portal of Security Engineering

0. Analysis – the analysis of E-portal solution related to glos-
sary; possibilities of editing, editor wysiwyg versus text only edi-
tor, prepared by wiki-tool; possibilities of searching (internal or
external); database (form, structure and different user levels).

1. Implementation – preparation of database, implementation
of interface for users (easy, fast and direct), design and searching
engine; implementation of editor (hypertext, links of words, pic-
tures).

Gate 4. The Newsletter. Newsletters will be space designated
to publish new links about activities being prepared, actions and
news in security and also about possible internships and scho-
larships, preparatory seminars, trainings and conferences. Every
active user of the portal will be able to send recommendations to
the newsletter. Editing will be based on the rights (user, modera-
tor, news publisher).

Gate 5. Blogs. Every active user will be able to establish a
personal blog, space where views, experiences and knowledge
could be presented and shared with the other users of E-portal
and public.

Gate 6. Processed audiovisual materials will be accessible th-
rough FTP (File Transfer Protocol) for all registered portal users.

Verification of the project and portal impact will be grounded
on the base of statistics of portal access and also of sections.
Primary marketing search will be surveyed based on few basic
questions depending on the target group (students, teachers and

professionals in the field of security).

Conclusions
The contribution of proposed E-portal consists of the progress of
information knowledge in the field of security engineering and
in creation of new resources of information for students, teachers
and professionals. The practical aspect of this E-portal will be
the centralization of resources in one place, where the possibi-
lities to have professional discussions, evaluate published artic-
les, promote seminars, conferences, competitions, insert perso-
nal blogs, publish students’ works and step by step form new in-
formation sources will be provided. Users will be able to search
relevant information about scholarships, internships and possib-
le work places in the fields of security and crisis management.
Separate contribution of the E-portal will be professionally spe-
cialized glossary in security and crisis management, with inte-
ractive search. It will be based on wiki-tool with possibilities of
adding new terms and discussing them. The mentioned project
will be a very good extension and will continue running projects
4E-trainer [1] and EIT [2].
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